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In this revised and updated edition of Raptureless, Jonathan Welton has taken a bold step in

confronting one of the greatest "sacred cowsâ€• of our day: end time theology! The fear created by

the expectation of a coming antichrist and a great tribulation are keeping many believers in

bondage. Many believe that defeat is the future destiny of the Church. As Jesus said, menâ€™s

traditions make void the Word of God. In his easy to read presentation, Jonathan dismantles many

of the popular ideas in the Church about the end times. His arguments are Scriptural, lucid, simply

and powerfully presented. In addition, Jonathan provides fresh historical background for a number

of the historical sources that he has quoted. Read it and be challenged. With this much evidence,

the reader must make a decision. Table of Contents:Part 1: The PAST Destruction ONE The Great

Tribulation TWO The Antichrist THREE The End of the World FOUR Melting Elements Part 2: The
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I am a person that has put many hours into the prophets and Revelation and I thought I knew what

was going to happen int he last days. I am shocked that I was wrong all these years. It has caused

me to lose sleep and to really be shaken up, but to understand and embrace Jonathan's

conclusions in this book will cause me peace and security in the days to come.If you are a fan of

Revelation and the discourse/prophecies of Jesus in Matthew 24 than this book might give you a

new way of looking at things if you take the time to read it. This book's ramifications will change the

whole way I approach my Christian life from now on

The bible - OT and NT - has a lot to say concerning the fall of Jerusalem and the temple in AD 70.

"Raptureless" by Dr. Jonathan Welton, guides you through the historical events that fulfilled the

predictions about this. And he quotes a lot of known theologians and bible scholars throughout

church history.

"On Earth as it is in Heaven", powerful words spoken by Christ. So why do should we think that God

wanted anything different? Overcoming teaching that had become a limiting tradition is needed to

get the long term goal implemented on Earth. Shifting our escape mentality is an important first step!

Renewing of the mind starts right here.

Dr. Welton has torn apart and rebuilt my biblical understanding in a positive way. This book sheds

light on questions I have pondered since my youth, and as a result has grown my faith to be deeper

and stronger. No longer do I need to live in fear of the terrible end times that have been predicted

and spoken about in many churches.

This is the CLEAREST explanation I have ever heard on this subject. It's an easy read. I grew up

taking the rapture for granted. However I have also been told countless times by friends of various

Christian back grounds that the rapture was made up. Yet no one was able to give me proof. So the

question "is it real?" Loomed in my mind.Well, Johnathan did a great job of showing history and



scripture on this very topic. (Plenty of both) to lay out this explanation of AD 70 and the significance

of this time pertaining to the gospel of Jesus Christ. No church I have ever been a part of had taught

this. Yet the truth is recorded in history!I highly recommend this book if you are looking for answers.

The truth will set you free!Thanks Johnathan for taking the time to write this out so clearly! It was a

great study and my mind is now transformed and settled on the subject.

Dr. Welton has done his homework. Not only does this book bring fresh revelation but it inspires me

to dig deeper into my theological understanding. I am forever grateful for his work! Easy five starts

and a must read!

Please read this book!!!! If you're a Christian you've heard of the rapture and the great tribulation.

Do you know the history of the time period during the first century? Dr. Welton explains it with

stunning clarity, not from his own point of view, but using historians and even one who lived it - a

man named Josephus who also chronicled it all.Why would Jesus have answered the disciples

questions about the destruction of the temple and the "end of the age" by explaining something that

should take place 2000 years later?I'm all in, Dr. Welton. You have , with your research and deep

understanding of the scriptures, set me free from a mindset that has held me captive by the greatest

of all deceptions!! THE BIGGEST of all the sacred cows. Let's all move forward by pushing back the

darkness and advancing the Kingdom. Glory to God!!
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